Enduro2 2019 – PARTICIPANT REGISTRATION DISCLAIMER
All Entrants should be wary that a high level of both fitness and endurance is required to complete the
event safely. The route includes a number of challenging liaison stages with climbs of up to 400m (1 hours
solid climbing at a reasonable pace). The extremely long and physical descents involved in this epic route
are also not to be taken lightly. Some timed stages will last 20 minutes or more at intense race-pace. In
addition to coping with the mental and physical challenge of fatigue, all competitors should be both
competent and competent in riding in a high Alpine environment, with rapidly changing weather a distinct
possibility. Expect some very steep, exposed, rocky, rooty, switch-backy and at all times challenging
terrain, sometimes with no safe alternative option other than to dismount and walk for all riders except
those of the highest skill and confidence levels.
The Enduro2 Route uses some shared alpine walking trails that have been officially authorized for
temporary closure during passage of the event. All points of entry are not policed and therefore by no
means can the organizers guarantee exclusive use of these public routes for Trans-Savoie participants.
Participants must agree to obey the rules of the mountain at all times, which includes giving way to other
trail users where appropriate. Participants also take full responsibility for their own actions whilst on the
mountain and will be held liable for any accidents involving other trail users. You are strongly advised to
ride within the limit of your own control, with this in mind – you may encounter trail traffic at any time
and will be required to take evasive action to avoid an accident.
Where the route passes along a public highway (Liaison Stages only) all rules of the road must be strictly
obeyed, and a helmet worn in the correct manner. A helmet must also be worn during all Special Stages.
In the interests of safety during this remote & mountainous event, every rider is duty-bound to stop and assist in
raising the alarm and/or to assist in rescue & first aid arrangements, at least until such time as the marshals have
been informed and external assistance is on-scene.

BY CONFIRMING THE REGISTRATION I AGREE TO ADHERE TO THE CONDITIONS HIGHLIGHTED ABOVE,
THROUGHOUT MY PARTICIPATION IN THE ENDURO2 2019

